About the Science Mill

* Ingeniously repurposed and redesigned, the landmark 1880’s mill is now a 21st century STEM museum.

* Distinctive and award-winning architecture provides the perfect backdrop for unforgettable events and meetings, and 50+ interactive, cutting-edge and innovative exhibits engage and entertain guests of all ages.

* The Science Mill is centrally located in Johnson City, the Crossroads of the Texas Hill Country; on the Texas Hill Country Wine Trail.

* The Science Mill is within an hour’s drive from Austin and San Antonio.

Venue Highlights

* The Science Mill is a unique venue providing a memorable EXPERIENCE for your event, meeting, fundraiser, wedding, reception or celebration.

* Hands-on STEM and art exhibits provide more than a colorful atmosphere—they inspire-out-of-the-box thinking, creativity and FUN! A 3D theater is also available.

* The uncovered outdoor space is a Science & Art Park, continuing the EXPERIENCE with a Colossal Robotic Hand, kinetic sculptures and more, with the Mill’s distinct silos as a dramatic backdrop for music, presentations and photo shoots.

* The Science Mill can accommodate groups from 10 to 500 persons.

Area Attractions

- Lyndon B. Johnson National Historical Park
- Fredericksburg, TX
- Pedernales Falls State Park
- Blanco State Park

Contact us at events@sciencemill.org or www.sciencemill.org/venue to learn more about the Science Mill EXPERIENCE!